
Objectives
In Science: Simulate Eratosthenes’measurements and calculations to discover the circumference of
the Earth.
In Math: Use the context of Eratosthenes discovery of the circumference of the Earth to teach
measurements in a circle.

e.g using the ratio:

Describe the jntegrated Mathematical - Science Concepts or "key ideas" that modeling will be used to

teach: (e .g. Students use mathematical modeling/ multiple representation to provide a means of

presenting, interpreting, communicating, and connecting mathematical information and relationships

and... Organisms maintain a dynamic equilibrium that sustains life).

Mathematical - Science Concepts to be integrated:

Ø Students use learning technologies (Geometer's Sketch pad- Google earth) to facilitate them in

solving a problem. Students will understand and apply scientific concepts, principles, and

theories pertaining to the physical setting and recognize the historical development of ideas in

science.

Ø For example, the students will understand how Eratosthenes made his measurements and

calculated the circumference of the Earth, which is quite accurate. The historical implications

are that he was the first or most well- known man to accurately (to within 100 miles) calculate

the distance around the equator.

Ø Students understand the relationships and common themes that connect mathematics, science

and technology. Math and technology are tools that can be used together to gain insight about

science related topics. Mathematical thinking and algorithms are needed to "power" the

technology that can visually model the real-world environment.

Habits of Mind:

Ø Using mathematical skills to interpret information and solve problems, reflecting confidence in

ability to do mathematics, exploring the relationship of mathematics to other subject areas,

exploring mathematics in the course of daily life, integrating mathematics within a larger

network of ideas, appreciating the beauty and fascination of mathematics, viewing

mathematics in unconventional ways, generating new ways of thinking.

Ø Students engage in problem solving, communicating, reasoning, and connecting to represent

and solve problems, using geometric models.



Duration: 2 teaching h

1ηteaching hour: Preparingunderstanding of geographical and geometrical concepts andknowledge needed.

GEOGRAPHICAL KNOWLEDGE

1. We discussed the fact that the earth is
approximately spherical in shape and that the region
is considered the largest possible circle located on the
surface.

2. Examples are given of circles on the surface of the
earth that do not show the circumference (not
maximum cycles)

3. We explain what meridian is.

1. We unveil what vertical of a place is and that it is designed as an imaginary straight line between the

location (point T) with the center of the earth K. (Use Sketchpad to better understand the concept of vertical

place in various parts of the circumference of the earth )

2. We discuss how the shadow is created as

the sun's rays fall ona vertically mountedrod

(vertical rod).

3. We underline that :

tanθ=



4. After explaining how the shadow is created we face the question:

"What should be the direction of the solar rays sothat no shadow is created ona vertical rod?"

GEOMETRICAL KNOWLEDGE

Relationship between the value of a central angle and the length of its arc. (Use of sketchpad)

Moving and changing the arcs AB, CD and observing the measurements students are asked toanswer questions

such as:

1. What can youconclude about the ratio of length of two arcs and the ratio of their respective central angle.

2. What is the central angle corresponding to an entire region of the circle?

The ultimate goal is to end at the equation:



So if we know the length of an arc and the central angle of the arc, we can find the length of the region.

(1)

2ηteaching hour

We comment that based on this idea Eratosthenes found with extremely high precision at 225 eg the length of

the circumference of the earth.

We indicate the historic events that in Syini (Syene) (today Aswan) he waited that the rays of the sun will be

reflected in the water of a well, and then he measured the shadow of a pillar in Alexandria at the same time as

special hikers had already calculated the distanceSyinis –Assouan.

After showing the image along with the historical facts and based on the formula (1) we ask the students to try

to understandhow he thought in order to succeed.

Students are divided into groups and asked to submit

proposals.

Indicative questions that can be asked:

1. Why the Syini (S) Aswan the sun's rays should be reflected

in depthon the water of a well?

2. The distance Syinis (S) (Aswan) - Alexandria (A) shows us

what?

3. What kind of angle is the AKS?

4. Why we have, as shown, two equal angles with theθ

5. The length of the shadow of the post in Alexandria shows

us what?

5. We can find the angle θ?

We note that Syini and Alexandria are about on the same maximum circle (meridian) of land and ask why this

observation it is particularly important for the accuracy of the measurement.

During the discussion we use a simulation of the situation via the sketchpad

software.



Reproduce Eratosthenes experiment: (Students task)

1. Inplace of Alexandria we consider the courtyardof our school (A).

2. Inplace of the Alexandria column we assume a vertical rodof height 1m.

3. Under what criteria you will choose a location (T) to position Syinis andwhat day and time you need to measure

the shadow of the rod in the schoolyard.

4. How to calculate the SKT angle (K = center pointof the Earth)

5. We give instructions for usinggoogle earth to measure the distance AT andidentify suitable place T.

Final step: Run experiment

1. Locate a suitable site T on the same meridian (maximum cycle)

2. Identify the appropriate measurements hour of the day (no shadow in place of T)

3. Measuring the shadow of the courtyard pole the same day andtime, andangle θdetection.

4. Measurementvia Google-earth the distance from the place T.

5. Assign measurements in a mathematical level with sizes in the formula (1) (eg distance AT = circumference arc

length)

6. Find the requested - Check results andcalculation error.


